
Year 1 Example Text Recount:  
Newspaper Report

There was a surprise last 
night at the Fairy Tale 
town vegetable show. 
Farmer Fred had brought 
his enormous turnip to 
show the judges and it 
was the size of a car!
The farmer had planted 
his turnip in March.  He 
worked hard to feed and 
water it every day. He 
was shocked by how big 
it grew. 
Farmer Fred and his 
wife carried on feeding 
the turnip each day and 
it was soon the size of  
a football.
Fred decided to pull up 
the turnip on Tuesday. 
Fred took all his sharpest 
spades and forks to help 
with the job. He dug 
around the turnip and 
pulled and pulled. He 
was unable to move it. 

The farmer needed the 
help of his wife and his 
grandchildren and even 
some of the farm animals 
to pull up the turnip. 
Then they had to move 
it to the show. Fred used 
his tractor to pull the 
turnip.
Fred and his wife won 
first prize in the biggest 
vegetable competition. 
Fred has said that he 
plans to grow four 
enormous carrots for 
the show next year.

Farmer Fred and his turnip. 
Have you ever seen such an 
enormous turnip before?

FARMER GROWS AN 
ENORMOUS TURNIP!

FAIRY TALE TIMES



Year 1 Example Text Recount: Newspaper 
Report Annotated Genre Features 

1 include the 
name of the 
newspaper

2 include a 
headline

3 include pictures 
with captions

4 include facts 
about the main 
events

There was a surprise last 
night at the Fairy Tale 
town vegetable show. 
Farmer Fred had brought 
his enormous turnip to 
show the judges and it 
was the size of a car!4

The farmer had planted 
his turnip in March.4  He 
worked hard to feed and 
water it every day. He 
was shocked by how big 
it grew. 
Farmer Fred and his 
wife carried on feeding 
the turnip each day and 
it was soon the size of a 
football.4

Fred decided to pull up 
the turnip on Tuesday. 
Fred took all his sharpest 
spades and forks to help 
with the job. He dug 
around the turnip and 
pulled and pulled. He 
was unable to move it.4 

The farmer needed the 
help of his wife and his 
grandchildren and even 
some of the farm animals 
to pull up the turnip. 
Then they had to move 
it to the show. Fred used 
his tractor to pull the 
turnip.4

Fred and his wife won 
first prize in the biggest 
vegetable competition.4

Fred has said that he 
plans to grow four 
enormous carrots for 
the show next year.

Farmer Fred and his turnip. 
Have you ever seen such an 
enormous turnip before?3

FARMER GROWS AN 
ENORMOUS TURNIP!2
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Y1 Example Text Recount: Newspaper Report Annotated 
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

There1 was5 a surprise 
last night at the Fairy2 

Tale2 town vegetable 
show.3 Farmer9 Fred2 had 
brought his enormous 
turnip to show the judges 
and4 it was the5 size of  
a car!11

The1 farmer had planted 
his5 turnip in March.  
He1 worked hard to feed 
and4 water it every day. 
He was shocked9 by5 
how big it grew.3 
Farmer Fred2 and his 
wife carried on feeding9 

the turnip each day and 
it was5 soon the size of 
a football6.3

Fred decided to pull  
up the turnip on 
Tuesday2. Fred2 took all 
his sharpest10&12 spades8 

and forks8 to help with 
the job. He1 dug around 
the turnip and4 pulled 
and pulled. He5 was 
unable7 to move it.3

The1 farmer needed9 the 
help of his5 wife and 
his grandchildren and 
even some of the farm 
animals to pull up the 
turnip.3

Then they5 had to move 
it to5 the show. Fred 
used his tractor to pull5 

the turnip.3

Fred2 and4 his wife won 
first prize in the biggest10 
vegetable competition. 
Fred2 has said5 that 
he plans to grow four 
enormous12 carrots8 for 
the5 show next year. 

FARMER GROWS AN 
ENORMOUS TURNIP!

FAIRY TALE TIMES

Farmer1 Fred2 and his turnip. 
Have1 you5 ever seen such an 
enormous turnip before?11

5 common 
exception words.

12 adjective to 
describe.

11 question marks 
and exclamation 
marks.

10 adding suffixes 
-er or -est to the 
adjective where 
there is no change 
to the root word.

7 the prefix ‘un’.

3 sentences 
punctuated with 
full stops.

9 adding suffixes 
-ing -ed -er to a 
root word where 
there is no change 
to the verb.

8 plurals spelt 
correctly.

6 compound word.

4 ideas and 
sentences joined 
with ‘and’.

2 capital letters 
for names, places, 
the days of the 
week and the 
personal  
pronoun ‘I’.

1 capital letters 
to punctuate a 
sentence.



There1 was5 a surprise 
last night at the Fairy2 

Tale2 town vegetable 
show.3 Farmer9 Fred2 had 
brought his enormous 
turnip to show the judges 
and4 it was the5 size of  
a car!11

The1 farmer had planted 
his5 turnip in March.  
He1 worked hard to feed 
and4 water it every day. 
He was shocked9 by5 
how big it grew.3 
Farmer Fred2 and his 
wife carried on feeding9 

the turnip each day and 
it was5 soon the size of 
a football6.3

Fred decided to pull  
up the turnip on 
Tuesday2. Fred2 took all 
his sharpest10&12 spades8 

and forks8 to help with 
the job. He1 dug around 
the turnip and4 pulled 
and pulled. He5 was 
unable7 to move it.3

The1 farmer needed9 the 
help of his5 wife and 
his grandchildren and 
even some of the farm 
animals to pull up the 
turnip.3

Then they5 had to move 
it to5 the show. Fred 
used his tractor to pull5 

the turnip.3

Fred2 and4 his wife won 
first prize in the biggest10 
vegetable competition. 
Fred2 has said5 that 
he plans to grow four 
enormous12 carrots8 for 
the5 show next year. 

Y1 Example Text Recount: Newspaper Report Annotated 
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Features

FARMER GROWS AN 
ENORMOUS TURNIP!
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Farmer1 Fred2 and his turnip. 
Have1 you5 ever seen such an 
enormous turnip before?11

5 common 
exception words.

12 adjective to 
describe.

11 question marks 
and exclamation 
marks.

10 adding suffixes 
-er or -est to the 
adjective where 
there is no change 
to the root word.

7 the prefix ‘un’.

3 sentences 
punctuated with 
full stops.

9 adding suffixes 
-ing -ed -er to a 
root word where 
there is no change 
to the verb.

8 plurals spelt 
correctly.

6 compound word.

4 ideas and 
sentences joined 
with ‘and’.

2 capital letters 
for names, places, 
the days of the 
week and the 
personal  
pronoun ‘I’.

1 capital letters 
to punctuate a 
sentence.


